
HOLIDAY KIDS’ TABLE
TABLECLOTH TENT

SUPPLIES:
1762301 Gray Duck Cloth Fabric (1.5 yds)

1762277 Natural Duck Cloth Fabric (8 yds)

1897552 Boho Mountain Apparel Fabric (1.5 yds)

446948 Ivory Single Fold Bias Tape

1429208 White Buttons

305326 Nickel Assorted Sew-On Snaps

635128 White Feather-Midweight Fusible Interfacing (2 yds)

1860600 Fabric Scissors

656009 Tape Measure

754945 Pins

  Sewing Machine

  6' Table

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Cut tent, window and door pieces from desired fabric, according to tem-
plates.

2. Following templates, sew sides to top piece, then add banner loops. Sew 
snap to one end of each banner loop and sew additional snap to top edge of 
tablecloth.

3. Add interfacing to one side of window. Sew outside edge of window pieces 
with right sides together, then turn right side out and press.

4. Align inside rectangular edge of window frame to wrong side of front piece. 
Sew around open space. Leave 1 ½” to insert window center straps. Bring 
window piece to front. Note: Clip corners for smoother edges.

5. Add interfacing to one side of window horizontal piece and one side of 
window vertical piece. Stitch wrong sides together, then turn inside out and 
topstitch. Place straps inside window according to templates, and sew to 
inside rectangle between frame and tent.

6. Topstitch along inner and outer window edges.

7. Add interfacing to one piece of doorway, then place pieces wrong sides 
together. Sew two long sides and one short side of door on outside. Turn 
inside out and press.

8. Align doorway to tent, placing frame on wrong side of tent. Sew around 
open space of door. Clip corners. Bring doorway to front.

9. Topstitch inner edge of doorway, then stitch outside edge.

10. Hem around tent.
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HOLIDAY KIDS’ TABLE
TABLECLOTH TENT

INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED:
11. Following template, cut curtains from desired fabric. Hem sides and 
bottom.

12. Gather curtains on top and sew on bias tape.

13. Make 9 buttonholes for curtain along bias tape. 

14. Sew buttons 2” from top on inside of front piece along top of window and 
door frames.

15. Fold strap in half lengthwise, wrong sides together. Stitch around, turn 
inside out, and press. Add straps to sides of door and windows to hold them 
open.
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HOLIDAY KIDS’ TABLE
TREE AND STOCKING GARLAND

SUPPLIES:
848269 Avocado Kona Cotton Calico Fabric (.33 yd)

286724 Delft Kona Cotton Calico Fabric (.33 yd)

108365 Silver Jingle Bells – 3/8”

165589 White Double-Face Satin Ribbon – 1/8”

1536739 Snow White Minky Plush Fleece Fabric (.083 yd)

2039766 Round Wood Bead Mix

1429497 Natural Cotton Cord - 1.2mm

1840008 Khaki Yarn Bee Must Be Merino Aran Yarn

970228 Fusible Fleece Batting (.25 yd)

497503 Loctite Super Glue

1887678 White Flocked Iron-On Transfer

1860600 Fabric Scissors

656009 Tape Measure

754945 Pins

  Sewing Machine

  Cutting Machine

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Cut 6 trees and 7 stockings from desired fabric, according to templates.

2. Cut 6 trees from fusible fleece, ¼” smaller than template. Adhere to each 
tree from step 1.

3. Use cutting machine to make snowflakes and lights from flocked iron-on 
transfer. Adhere to trees and stockings as desired.

4. Sew trees together with ¼” seam. Stitch yarn tassel to bottom of each tree.

5. Sew stocking pieces together, leaving top open. Turn inside out. Sew small 
edge of stocking band together. Place band inside stocking and align top 
edges together, right sides facing out. Sew top edge where stocking and 
stocking band meet. Turn stocking band inside out.

6. Make small bow out of ribbon. Add bells to each ribbon tail.

7. Glue bow to front of each stocking.

8. String wood beads onto cotton cord. 

9. Sew length of floss onto tops of trees and stockings. Use floss to tie trees 
and stockings onto beaded cord where desired.

10. Create tassels from cotton cord, and sew one to each end of garland. 
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